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Introduction

Studies of the demand for automobiles where an emphasis is on the class of vehicle
typically use a number of physical and performance attributes to group vehicles,
treating them as if they are homogeneous in respect of a particular application A most
common application is the prediction of energy consumed and its conversion into
greenhouse gas emissions Since fuel efficiency, a major component of the calculation of
CO2 emissions, has not been used as a classification criterion, it is lUlclear as to how
suitable the existing vehicle classes are in studying the environmental impact of policies
designed to impact on the demand for automobiles by class

In addressing this issue, this paper employs the classification and regression trees
(CARI) approach to identifY the suitability of the existing vehicle classification scheme
for environmental and energy-based applications. The paper is structured around five
sections. Next section reviews current passenger vehicle classification scheme and the
associated issues. Section three describes the background and motivations for using
CART to build vehicle classification models The development and evaluation of vehicle
classification models with and without fuel efficiency consideration is reported in
Section four The paper concludes with a summary of main findings in terms of the
performance of CART models, the importance of fuel efficiency attributes in vehicle
classification and suitability of the existing vehicle classification rules for energy-based
applications

Review of existing passenger vehicles classification and associated issues

Current passenger vehicle classification is a research result of greenhouse gas emissions
(Hensher et ai, 1994). Raw data were from a number ofsources.. A mapping process was
carried out to pull all of the disparate sources of data together, to give a description of
each passenger vehicle in terms of the number on register, vehicle's key physical and
performance attributes, energy consumption and price by vintage

The 1997/1998 vehicle registration database available from New South Wales Roads and
Traffic Authority was used This database contains basic physical vehicle characteristics
(Make, Year, Engine Capacity, Number ofCylihders) Vehicle prices are joined to this
database (Source: 1997 Glass's Guide)

Additional vehicle's attributes were collected and joined to this database. They are
vehicles' fuel types and fuel efficiency (Source: Department of Primary Industry and
Energy (DPIE)'s 199711998 Fuel Consumption Guide)

In terms of fuel efficiency, there are three measures, fuel efficiency based on city cycle
(CE), fuel efficiency based on highway cycle (HE) and the combined on road fuel
efficiency (RE). We use 1997/1998 DPIE's Fuel Consumption Guide for updating CE
and HE attributes. The RE attribute represents a combination of both city cycle (CE)
and highway cycle (HE) fuel efficiency measure The discussion on formulating the RE
attribute is detailed in Hensher (1995) Basically, the formula for calculating RE is as
follows:
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For a general classification problem, one has N observations (a learning data set) of a
categorical vmiable with levelsj ~ 1,2" T, and ofk independent vmiables, which may
include both categorical and continuous vmiables'Ihe objective of any classification
method including CARI is to use the information in the sample in some optimal way to
best classifY a given observation into one of the J categories or to estimate the
probability that it belongs to each ofthese categories

What makes CARI different from the other methods is the key that CARI possesses
CARI uses a multi-sequential semch algorithm to optimise the classification of a
phenomenon and presents the results in the form of a classification (decision) tree - a
significant depmture from more traditional statistical procedures.

Basically, CARI process is consisted of four major steps: tree growing, tree pruning,

tree selection and tree testing
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Motivation for using CART to represent vehicle classification prohlems

CARI (Classification and Regression Irees) was developed by Breiman et al (1984)
and later enhanced and implemented by Steinberg and Colla (1998) to produce software
package of the same name Since then, CARI has begun to interest a larger audience of
researchers and practitioners among many disciplines focusing on classification

problems

Figure 1 COOlpuison of road fuel efficieucy f",,,,eney distributions among vehicle

classes
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For a general classification problem, one has N observations (a learning data set) of a
categorical variable with levelsj ~ 1,2, , J, and of I,( independent variables, which may
include both categorical and continuous variables. The objective of any classification
method including CARI is to use the information in the sample in some optimal way to
best classify a given observation into one of the J categories or to estimate the
probability that it belongs to each ofthese categories.

CARI (Classification and Regression Irees) was developed by Breiman et al (1984)
and later enhanced and implemented by Steinberg and Colla (1998) to produce software
package of the same name.. Since then, CARI has begun to interest a larger audience of
researchers and practitioners among many disciplines focusing on classification
problems

Figure 1 Compuison of mad fnel efficiency f",,,,emy distributions among vehicle
classes
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Basically, CARI process is consisted of four major steps: tree growing, tree pruning,
tree selection and tree testing

What makes CARI different from the other methods is the key that CARI possesses
CART uses a multi-sequential search algoritlun to optimise the classification of a
phenomenon and presents the results in the form of a classification (decision) tree - a
significant departure from more traditional statistical procedures..
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Developing vehicle classification models

(5)R,,(7) = R(T)+a 111

As an illustration, Model 4 is selected to describe the CARl's process of tree growing,
tree pmning, tree selection and tree testing

Four classification tree models are constructed to represent current vehicle classification
problem with and without fuel efficiency considerations (see Table 2) Basically, model 1
is constructed as a base model to represent the icurrent vehicle classification scheme
without fuel efficiency measures.. Models 2, 3 and 4 are modified versions of base model
by adding city road, highway and combined road fuel efficiency measures, respectively
All predictors are treated as continuous variables and the target variable (CLASS) is
categorical, representing 9 different classes of vehicles ranging from I to 9. I enfold cross
validation is used in constructing and testing vehicle classification models.. The cases in
learning sample are randomly divided into 10 subsets of as nearly equal size as possible.
Entire learning sample is used to build maximal tree. A sequence of 10 auxiliary trees then
is constructed Each is built using all but one of 10 subsets and tested on the remaining
subset

lhe development of vehicle classification trees has two aims: to produce an accurate
classifier and to uncover the predictive structure of the problem. lhese two are not
exclusive. even if the emphasis is on producing accurate classifier in constructing modeL

Tree pruning: Having grown a maximal tree by using splitting mles and stopping criteria,
CART's pmning process is caHied out upward to form a tree sequence, based both on
minimising a linear combination ofpredictive accuracy and on a penalty applied to large
trees (minimal cost complexity pruning) Misclassification cost of the tree is defmed as
follows:

In the next section, CARI will be used in the development and evaluation of vehicle
classification problems

TTee selection: Given a list of candidate trees, an optimal tree will be selected based on its
minimal cost complexity measure in comparing with other trees including maximal tree

Where a is complexity parameter. T is the number of terminal nodes indicating the tree
complexity R(T) is the misclassification cost ofthe tree

Developing and evaluating vehicle classification tree models

TTee relring: lhe question raised in determining how accurate tree's classifiers are to test
classifiers on subsequent cases whose correct classification has been observed.. It should
be noted that the classifier is derived from learning sample Then this learning sample is
used to construct classifiers and to estimate their accuracy.
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Table 3 Iree sequence for' vehicle classification model

Terurinal Cross-Validated Resubstitution Complexity

Tree Nodes Relative Cost Rcv(1) Relative Cost R(1) Parameter

I 66 0135 ± 0,014 0059 0,000

13* 38 0126 ± 0,014 0,083 0,001

20** 27 o134± 0014 0105 0002

28 11 0,195 ± 0015 0180 0.006

29 10 0.206 ± 0015 0.196 0014

30 9 0.232 ± 0014 0.216 0018

31 8 0.261 ± 0014 0.246 0,027

32 7 0327 ± 0,009 0300 0,048

33 6 0382 ± 0003 0380 0071

34 5 0468 ± 0005 0.503 0109

35 4 0642 ± 0,008 0627 0110

36 2 0813 ± 0010 0875 0110

37 I 1.000 ± 0.000 1.000 0.111

Note. (*) minimum co,st tree (**) optimal tree

Figure 2 shows the optimal tree for representing Model 4 of vehicle classification
problem. On this figure, there are two types of nodes: splitting nodes (represented by
hexagons) and terminal nodes (represented by quadrilaterals) Splitting nodes are nodes
that can be fwther split to two child nodes The root node is also a splitting node
Terminal nodes are nodes that cannot be further split into child nodes At splitting
nodes, splitting criterion was given as well as node index, assigned class and number of
cases

Starting from the root node at the top of the tree in Figure 2, we can see that the splitting
rule based on number of cylinders (CYL) where 462 cases go left (node 2) when the
number of cylinders is less than 5, It should be not~d that CART uses mid-point splitting
between CYL = 4 and CYL = 5 Therefore the splitting rule is displayed as CYL <=45
Those 462 cases at node 2 are further split based on road fuel efficiency (RE <= 8 127).
There are 183 cases satisfying RE <=8 127 These cases are sent to the left node (node 3)
Based on vehicle prices, these 183 cases are then split into two child nodes: terurinal node
-I and node 4 At terminal node -I, there are 47 cases classified as class L The tree
keeps growing from node 4 to other nodes Other part of the tree follows similar
mechanism: binary partitioning until no further split is found In total, there are 26 split
nodes forming 27 terminal nodes
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Tree testing The performance of classification tree is best reviewed in prediction
success. It is possible that a classification tree predicts the learning sample well, while
not necessarily performing well on new data It is not easy to draw new independent
data fiom same distribution as learning sample and use it for testing purpose.. We use
ten-fold cross-validation testing sample to assess the predictive power of generated tree
The cross-validation testing represents an estimate of the results that would occur if the
tree was applied to new data drawn fiom the same distribution as the learning data

The notation of prediction success was first introduced by McFadden (1979) and is
developed in Hensher and Johnson (1981) rable 4 gives the prediction success of 10
fold cross validation testing. Cases appearing on the diagonals of the matrix correspond
to correct classification, while off-diagonal entries represent misclassification The sum
ofoff-diagonal entries is overall misclassifications While the contrast of predicted total
to actual total for each class gives a rough idea how well does the tr'ee perform, 'Correct'
(Table 4) precisely indicates proportion successfully predicted for each class We also
give the Success Index (Hensher and Johnson 1981 :54) for each case, which denotes the
fraction by which the percent correct exceeds what would be expected on the basis of
chance alone As a whole, classification tree for cross-validation testing samples has
unweighted overall correct of 0885 and misclassified cases of 95, compared to overall
correct of0917 and misclassified cases of 68 for learning sample

Evaluating vehicle classification tree models

In this section, we compare the existing vehicle classification scheme (Model I) with
other the three classification models (Models 2, 3, and 4) that include fuel efficiency
measures The model comparison task has two aims First, we investigate the suitability
of fuel efficiency measures as criteria in vehicle classification problems represented by
Models 2, 3 and 4.. Second, we identify the relative importance of fuel efficiency
attributes in comparing with other physical attributes such as engine capacity CC,
number of cylinders CYL, year YR, make MAKE and prices P

Investigate the suitability ojfUel efficiency measures in vehicle classification problems'
Table 5 summarises the basic particulars in comparing the performance of these four
models In term of tree structure, the three fuel efficiency based models (Models 2, 3
and 4) yield less complex structure than the base model (Model I) Model 2
(incorporating city cycle fuel efficiency CE) and Model 4 (incorporating road fuel
efficiency) perform better than the base model (without any fuel efficiency measure) on
the ground of training, testing error, misclassification and total correct Model 3 which
include highway cycle fuel efficiency measure HE comes quite close to the base model
on every particulars. The iroplication of this finding is that fuel efficiency measures
might be considered as predictors in vehicle classification problems
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Class 1 Micro « = 4 cylinders, < 1400 cc)
Both Models I and 4 predict slightly more members of this class Ihe inclusion of road
fuel efficiency in Model 4 allows some class 2 vehicles with superior fuel efficiendy
moVing into class 1

Ihe suitability of fuel efficiency measure is fmther demonstrated by contrasting
predictive performance of Model 1 (base case). and Model 4 (base plus RE attribute).
(see Figure 3). In Figure 3 the predicted classes by Model 1 and Model 4 are plotted
next to actual classes from the sample Model 4 outperforms Model 1 nearly for every
vehicle class except cases in class 1 and class 7..

Model 4

27 nodes

0134

0105
95

0.885

21 nodes

0264

0275
174

0.789

Model 3Model 2

18 nodes

0192

0.202

133

0.838

Modell
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30 nodes

0240

0283

173

0.790

Comparison of model performance

Particulars

Tree structure

Training cost/error

Testing cost/error

Number of misclassified cases

Iotal correct

Table 4 Prediction success of vehicle classification tree

Predicted Class Actual
Actual Class

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total

1 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35

2 3 154 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 166

3 2 0 145 0 0 0 4 4 3 158

4 0 0 0 76 0 0 2 3 1 82

5 0 0 0 1 94 0 0 1 2 98

6 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 48

7 1 6 5 6 5 1 110 10 0 144

8 0 0 0 2 4 2 2 38 5 53

9 0 0 4 2 2 0 0 3 28 39

Predi:tedTotal 41 160 154 87 105 51 127 59 39 823

Correct LOOO 0928 0918 0927 0959 1000 0.764 0717 0.718

Success Index 0.957 0.726 0.726 0.827 0.840 0.942 0.589 0.653 0.671

Cross-Validation: Number ofMisclassification:95, Total Correct: 0 885
Learning Sample: Number of Misclassification: 68, fatal Correct: 0.917

Table 5
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:la Predicted classes by Model 4

65

Vehicle classes

4

- Predicted classes by Model I

32

<Actual classes

Class 3: Medium (4 cyUnders, > 1900 cc)
Both Model 1 and Model 4 are quite close to actual classification It may reflect large
size and technical maturity of this segment, where the market has evolved to stable
relationships between vehicle volume and engine size, gearing, variations of different
body shapes etc This stability reflected in minor differences in fuel consumption
between specification based classification, and fuel consumption based classification

Class 2.· Small (4 cyUnders, 1400 - 1900 cc)
Model 1 significantly overpredicts number of vehicles in this class. Misclassification of
5 cylinder vehicles is one possibility, but minor Misclassification of small 4WDs (four
wheel drive) would explain some variations, especially where 4WD is not a major factor
in the vehicles design eg Honda CRV and Volvo AWD.. Number of vehicles assigned to
this class by Model 4 is slightly less than actual One possible reason might be the fact
that the inclusion of road fuel efficiency in Model 4 enables frontal area, body type and
streamlining effects to be incorporated.. The extent of variation from Model I suggests a
wide range in vehicle outcomes for common attribute specifications - possibly extra
costs for higher quality produce significant differences in on-road performance.
Treatment of rotruy engined vehicles with swept volumes of 1200 to 1310 cc but
nominal capacities of 1680-1834 cc (lA) is another minor source of variation, which
Model 4 would better predict. It seems that recent market innovation has been
concentrated here - eg. new Korean entrants

Figure 3 Predictive performance of modell and 4 against actual vehicle classes
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Class 9 Four wheel drive
Model I predicts about double the number in this class Because the additional weight
and volume of the transfer case, differential(s) drive shafts, large wheels etc higher fuel
consumption is to be expected for these 4WDs There is also the possibility of a bi
modal distribution, with full size models like Land Cruiser, Patrol and Jeep baving
distinct performance fiom lighter, lifestyle orientated 4WDs like Rav, Sierra, Freelander
etc. Model 4' s on-road fuel consumption element offers integration of most such
differences Model I is likely to be sensitive to whether a vehicle is considered a proper
4WD eg, the Mercedes Benz M class or Volkswagen Synchro Kombi variants.

IdentifY the relative importance oj fuel efficiency attribute! in comparing with other
vehicle attribute" Each variable in vehicle classification tree has an importance SCOre
based on how often and with what significance it served as primary or surrogate splitter
throughout the tr·ee

The notations of primary and surrogate split were developed in Breiman et al (1984) At
every node, the best split is searched by first finding the best split for a specific
variable. Then this search is repeated over all other variables.. The primary split is the
best split of a node of all measurement variables measured in reducing impurity in two
child nodes. A surrogate is a split that splits in a fashion similar to the primary.. It is a
variable with possibly equivalent information which is useful in revealing the structure
of information in variables. The capability that a surrogate split mimics the primary
split is expressed as predictive association between primary and surrogate split which is
the reduction in mismatch between primary and surrogate splits relative to primary
mismatch If match is perfect then surrogate mismatch is 0 and association is I
Association could be negative and will be for most variables.. A split qualifies as a
surrogate only if association is greater than o. Surrogates are ranked in order of
association. If a primary split is missing, the first surrogate is used in splitting. If the
first is also missing, then second is used and so on,

Several alternative methods of computing importance are available in CART software
(Steinberg and Colla, 1998), including ignoring the contributions of surrogate splitters,
discounting them by their association or a geometric factor, and only considering the top
N surrogates for each node (rather than all available surrogates for each node) The
scores reflect the contribution each variable makes in classifYing or predicting the target
variable, with the contribution stemming from both the variable's role in primary splits
and its role as a surrogate splitter..

With these notations in mind, we then investigate the functions of on road fuel
efficiency (CE) in the tree structrne As shown in Table 6, it is used as the primary split
in 9 of 26 splitting nodes of the optimal tree In all these nodes, engine capacity is
always qualified as the first surrogate split, except in the node 19 and 22, where there is
no available surrogate. This finding indicates that on road fuel efficiency (CE) is the best
criterion in vehicle classification in these nodes. Engine capacity could be important but
its importance is masked by fuel efficiency in some of these nodes .. This is indicated in
splitting improvement. If sUIlugate is used in splitting instead, improvement is very
poor in the node 6, 9, II and 12
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Table 6 Road fuel elIiciency (eEl as a primary split

Node Split Value First Surrogate Split
Improvement

Variable: Value Association Improvement
6 9952 0151 CC:24135 0387 0.. 101
9 9242 0027 CC:24230 0327 U2E-05
10 8397 0004 CC:25060 oIl3 304E-07
Il 837I 0016 CC:21745 0.753 0.000
12 9268 0035 CC:24040 0547 285E-05
17 10109 0018 CC:28575 0703 0014
19 13.488 0108 *
22 13205 0028 *
26 14.403 0.018 CC:575I.5 0.547 0.017

* indicates there is no available surrogate

Road fuel efficiency is qualified as a surrogate split in 13 of26 splitting nodes (Iable 7l
The importance offuel efficiency could be masked by primary split in these nodes. Ihe
relative high improvement can be reached in nodes of I, 2, 5, 13, 15, and 25 if fuel
efficiency is used as splitting variable.

I able 8 summarises the variable importance among the four models, Engine capacity
(CC) is the most important classifier in the base model (Model I), Model 2 and Model
3 Among the three fuel efficiency measures (city cycle CE, highway cycle HE and road
RE), the road efficiency RE ranked first in Model 4 even higher than engine capacity
(CC). The city cycle fuel efficiency (CEl used in Model 2 ranked second after engine
capacity (CC).. The highway cycle fuel efficiency (HE) used in Model 3 ranked fourth
after engine capacity (CC), price (P) and number ofcylinders (CYL)

We reveal the relationship between the vehicle fuel efficiency and engine capacity by
developing a new classification model tree by excluding engine capacity (CC) as a
predictorjust to test its impact to the model performance

It is possible on road fuel efficiency (CE) and engine capacity (CC) are highly correlated
so that one variable masks the importance of the other 10 explore this possibility, we
construct another tree by excluding the engine capacity as a predictor The optimal
tree has 25 terminal nodes. 10 make two trees comparable, complexity parameter of
second tree is set to equal of previous tree, Le. 0,002 The accuracy of second tree
decreases significantly (Table 9) A number of 210 cases are misclassified in IO-fold
cross-validation testing with relative cost of 0256. Ihe resubstitution relative cost is
0220, more than twice of the original tree of Model 4 (including CC). Ihe total correct
rate is correspondingly reduced to 0 745.
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lable 7 Road fuel efficiency as a surrogate split

Node
Primary Split Road Fuel Efficiency as a Swrogate Split

Variable;Value Improvement Split Value Association Improvement

I CYL:4.5 0.602 9346 0675 0.502

2 CC:1867.5 0371 8127* 0746 0346

3 CC:14295 0229 6921* 0626 0097

5 CC:1539 0006 7487* 0.800 0004

8 P:21650 0052 7278 0030 231E-04

13 CC:3279 0.289 10470* 0614 0.194

14 P:67000 0064 7996 0026 0.002

15 P:41250 0014 11 703 0.045 0.008

16 CYL:55 0.026 10.109 0490 0005

18 CYL:70 0295 11324 0060 0.106

20 P:19750 0068 12683* 0282 0013

21 P:13250 0.029 10252 LOOO 0.001

25 P:75500 0.063 14.011 0.200 0.032

* indicates that road fuel efficiency is the first smrogate split

Note: () Name of variable used in model and relative important;score in brackets

Nodes ofB.st Tree

Cross-Vmidalion Relative Cost

Resubstitution Relative Cost

Number of Misclassification

Iotal Conect

25

0256

0220

210

0.745

27

0.134

0105

95

0.885
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Comparison of the variable importance among the four models

Include CC as a Predictor Exclude CC as a Predictor

Tree comparison of two versions of Model 4 (with and without
engine capacity CC)

Modell Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

CC' (100) CC (100) CC (100) RE (lOO)

P (8939) CE (94..61) P (8320) CC (94.71)

CYL (6731) CYL (7806) CYL (7L10) CYL (74.. 63)

YR (8 78) P (75 ..00) HE (66.89) P (73.63)

YR (12.20) YR (8.63) YR (9.51)

I

2

3

4

5

Item

Rankin
g
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lable 8

Table 9
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